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WIS  COL (NBC)  Columbia, SC
WIS News 10 Live at 5:00
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WIS 12/15/2016 5:14:11 PM: ...regular
grass field but uses an all natural surface
with a 30 percent less use of crumbed
rubber. a chapin high school senior is trying
to get kids reading again. it's all a part of
furman university's emerging public leaders
program. today  she passed out 1000 books
to third graders at newberry's
gallman elementary school. her hope? to
encourage kids to read both at school and at
home. jessica cole, chapin senior :03 
:07 we had over a 1000 books. that was
really exciting. we rallied the chapin
community, chapin high school, my
Paused
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neighborhood, local churches. all rallied
together to raise all these books. riley
branham, chapin senior :19  :22 a popular
favorite where the wild things are. beth
briffith, principal, gallman elementary school
and beth brooks, director of
elementary education, newberry county :22
 :28 the kids are so excited. i know the are. they're standing in the hall stressing themselves out. jessica cole :29  :36 they
had a reading program here previously but it had to stop because of funding. it was a perfect opportunity to serve. rd grade
boy :37  :38 i want that book. jim suber, school superintendent, newberry county :38  :43 we appreciate your service. thank
you so very much. i appreciate it. a pleasure to meet you. jessica :46  1:21 what do you do with an idea, by outside of the
classroom, not just focus what they're learning at school but take it home with morning clouds and fog giving way to partly
cloudy skies as a cold front moves through the state. look for much colder conditions tomorrow before temperatures jump
up nearly 30 by sunday. in the meantime, a few disturbances to our north m< ...
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